Cross section, being amongst the most important parameter in describing atomic collision processes, can point towards the relevant reaction mechanisms and also have been used as key physical quantities for checking many-body theories [1]. On the other hand, cross sections for the interaction between ions and atoms play an important role in understanding astrophysical plasmas and fusion plasma diagnostics. However, due to the complicated collisional processes and high costs involved in experimental measurements, cross sections for highly charge ions interacting with atoms/molecules are still limited.

Recently, the absolute electron capture cross sections for single and double charge exchanges between the highly charged ions O6+ and CO2, CH4, H2, N2, the dominant collision processes in the solar wind, have been measured in the new experimental instrument set up at Fudan University, and the error of cross sections for single and double charge exchanges at the 1σ confidence level are about 11% and 16%, respectively [2]. At the same time, based on time-dependent density functional theory non-adiabatically coupling with molecular dynamics, we investigated the ion-atom/molecule collision processes. Aiming at many-electron systems with large spacial scale, we proposed an approximate method to extract the electron capture cross sections, avoiding explicit dependence on the final scattering wave functions. To demonstrate the reliability of the method, we reconstructed the electron capture and ionization cross sections in the Ne2+ and He collision [3]. The results agree reasonably well with the experimental data and semi-empirical results in the keV energies.

In this report, I will first introduce the experimental facilities for highly charged ion colliding with atoms and molecules, then present some new results.
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